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A jolly good misunderstanding - aejjr

Our chain has a policy of returning prescriptions to stocks if they're not picked up within 10 days. One day one of our regular customers called to say that she ... 
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A jolly good misunderstanding By Yolande BACH LOAN, JJR 65 (USA) Editor’s note : our friend Yolande working in a chain pharmacy is facing once more a typical “customer case” one cannot forget !



Our chain has a policy of returning prescriptions to stocks if they're not picked up within 10 days. One day one of our regular customers called to say that she could not be in until the following week, because "I'll be out of town for business", she said, “but I still want my medicine; could you hold it for me?". I assured her we would hold it and - in a hurry - I wrote on the bag in large letters (with a black marker!): "Do Not Return" The next week- after she picked up her prescription- she then returned to pharmacy counter, in tears. To my surprise, I heard "You don't want me as a customer any more?-she cried- "I promise I won't ever be late picking up my medicine again!!!" I was quite puzzled- wonder what's going on!!- until she showed me the "DO NOT RETURN" note on the bag. No wonder! ,She mistakenly thought that this was a direction to her not to patronize our pharmacy any longer!!! I explained and assured her that we did indeed want her to return, since the note should read" Do Not Return to Stock", and at that time we were so busy!!From then on, we keep on laughing about it whenever she comes in and we have given her a nice nickname: "Mrs Don't Return".
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super jolly - PicR 

Coffee grinding adjustment disk. SSJ0GHA02. 1. 7 ... Upper grinding blade holder. SSJ0POA03. 1. 9a ... SSJSGRA05 A. 1. Manual-timer versions with counter.
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a good school a novel 
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a perfectly good man 
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A Perfectly Good Tire 

the student and his instructor. It was a ... to practice soft-field technique. The student had made .... says Bill Wilkerson of Wilkerson. Tire, a leading manufacturer ...
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a perfectly good family 
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a good year 
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Understanding and misunderstanding extraocular ... - Research 

Aug 30, 2007 - As evidence has mounted for the critical role of extraocular muscle (EOM) pulleys ..... grooved-wheel pulleys, which we tend to think of when we .... The large black arrow (in the original figure), intended to point to ... and insertin
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a sindhi couple - aejjr 

Sep 1, 2013 - ("bhaÃ¯band" en Hindi) sont connus pour leur sens des affaires, et, avec le temps, sont arrivÃ©s Ã  constituer une vÃ©ritable diaspora Ã  travers le ...
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A trueTexan - aejjr 

A plane passed through a severe storm. The turbulence was awful, and things ... For a moment, there was silence. Everyone stared at the desperate woman in ...
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a good man in africa 
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A Perfectly Good Tire - Size 

Tires that show any signs of abuse, damage, or structural defect are destroyed. .... cost-per-landing (CPL) contracts with major tire manufacturers to keep their ...
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Are you a good friend? 

3) If your friend wants to tell you her affairs of the heart... a) You listen to everything b) You listen if it ... 6) If your friend cries... a) You do everything to console her.
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A Chinese-American story - aejjr 

Caller: Well... just tell my sister Annie Wan (anyone) that our brother Noel Wan (no one) is involved in an accident. Noel Wan (no one) got injured and now Noel ...
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Good Approaches, Good Landings 

someone will say, "Yeah, but if you fly that kind of an .... Then, let's say rather than being at the usual speed on .... say the student and/or pilot should be taught to ...
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Liasse fiscale VINAIGRES ARNAUD JOLLY 

VINAIGRES ARNAUD JOLLY. 5 7 2 1 7 9 4 1 4 .... HI. Participation des salariÃ©s aux rÃ©sultats de l'entreprise. (IX). HJ. ImpÃ´ts sur les bÃ©nÃ©fices *. (X). HK.
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Good Sense® 

Réduit les mauvaises odeurs sur les moquettes et surfaces dures, et agit comme pulvérisateur d'ambiance. • Efficace contre les odeurs d'urine, de moisissures, ...
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Good Sense® 

Réduit les mauvaises odeurs sur les moquettes et surfaces dures, et agit comme pulvérisateur d'ambiance. • Efficace contre les odeurs d'urine, de moisissures, ...
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Good SenseÂ® 

Le distributeur est fabriquÃ© en plastique durable est peut Ãªtre montÃ© au mur au moyen d'adhÃ©sifs ou de trous de perÃ§age. â€¢ Grand choix de parfums. Avantages.
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Good SenseÂ® 

tabac et d'aliments. â–» Tout un choix de ... une technologie exclusive pour laisser un choix de parfums agrÃ©ables et donner une satisfaction instantanÃ©e.
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A Walk On The Beach - aejjr 

still nowhere to be seen, but just like a stroke of a brush, its aurora had already painted a small strip of the ... It was such a strange and eerie scene as the ...
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China's New Class Hierarchy: A Guide - aejjr 

Apr 25, 2014 - party; certain retired members of the Standing. Committee, the highly selective sub-committee of the. Politburo that essentially runs China.
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The Fiddler Is a Good Woman PR 
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A Magical Evening in Montparnasse - aejjr 

Jul 26, 2014 - argent - exposition internationale - Monde de la culture et de l' art. Cannes, 2009) with a guest appearance by American jazz singer Denise ...
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Vietnam's American War: A History - aejjr .fr 

very few reports from those on the side that won the war, the series was incomplete. Pierre Asselin's ... cheap labor to keep the machine going. If the slave can ...
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